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ABSTRACT Red blood cells aggregate face-to-face to form long, cylindrical, straight chains and sometimes branched
structures called rouleaux. Here we extend a kinetic model developed by R. W. Samsel and A. S. Perelson (1982,
Biophys. J. 37:493-514) to include both the formation and dissociation of rouleaux. We examine thermodynamic
constraints on the rate constants of the model imposed by the principle of detailed balance. Incorporation of reverse
reactions allows us to compute mean sizes of rouleaux and straight chain segments within rouleaux, as functions of time
and at equilibrium. Using the Flory-Stockmayer method from polymer chemistry, we obtain a closed-form solution for
the size distribution of straight chain segments within rouleaux at any point in the evolution of the reaction. The
predictions of our theory compare favorably with data collected by D. Kernick, A.W.L. Jay, S. Rowlands, and L. Skibo
(1973, Can. J. Physiol. Pharmacol. 51:690-699) on the kinetics of rouleau formation. When rouleaux grow large, they
may contain rings or loops and take on the appearance of a network. We demonstrate the importance of including the
kinetics of ring closure in the development of realistic models of rouleaux formation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Joseph Lister, the father of the modern theory of infectious
disease, in a paper read before the Royal Society of London
in 1857, noted that "if a drop of human blood just shed is
placed between plates of glass and examined with a
microscope, the red corpuscles are seen to become applied
to one another by their flat surfaces, so as to form long
cylindrical masses like piles of money ... [with] the
terminal corpuscles of each 'rouleau' adhering to other
rouleaux, a network is produced" (Lister, 1859). Although
Lister and others correlated the presence of large, stable
rouleaux with states of disease, it was not until seventy
years later that the size distribution of rouleaux was
examined quantitatively from a theoretical and an experi-
mental point of view (Ponder, 1927). In the last two
decades there has been a resurgence of interest in rouleaux,
and recent work has served to elucidate the mechanism of
rouleau formation (Brooks and Seaman, 1973; Brooks,
1973a, b, c; Chien, 1975, 1981; Skalak et al., 1981; Samsel
and Perelson, 1982) and its physiological significance
(Chien, 1975; Dintenfass, 1976). The kinetics of red cell
aggregation has received relatively less attention until
recently. Kernick et al. (1973) have reexamined Ponder's
Reprint requests should be sent to Dr. Perelson.
(1927) model; Mills et al (1980a) studied the kinetics of
linear rouleau formation in a Couette flow by laser light
backscatter; and Zaiko and Zaretskaja (1981) have pre-
dicted reaction rates for linear rouleaux in a shear rield.
However, each of these studies of kinetics has assumed
rouleaux to be linear, cylindrical structures. In a vessel
wider than the major diameter of a red cell, the branching
of rouleaux is prominent (Goldstone et al., 1970), and we
feel it to be an important determinant of their kinetic
behavior (see Fig. 1).
Describing as a function of time the size of straight
chain rouleaux and the branched structures they form, is
the general kinetic problem of rouleau formation that we
began attacking in our previous paper of this series (Sam-
sel and Perelson, 1982). To simplify matters we restricted
our attention in that paper to irreversible binding between
red cells. Although at sufficiently short times after aggre-
gation begins all adhesive interactions appear irreversible,
it is known that under the influence of shear, red cells in
rouleaux separate (Usami et al., 1975; Mills et al., 1980b).
Adler (1979) has shown that stresses generated within an
aggregate as it sediments can lead to disaggregation.
Surface active agents and other chemical treatments (e.g.,
addition of streptokinase) can lead to the disaggregation of
erythrocyte aggregates (Ehrly, 1971). Moreover, thermo-
dynamics holds that all reactions are reversible and so
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FIGURE I Branched rouleaux. Fresh blood from a healthy individual, anticoagulated with EDTA, was centrifuged and resuspended in its
own plasma at a hematocrit of 1%. A drop of the resulting suspension was placed on a microscope slide, covered with a glass coverslip, and
photographed with phase contrast and oil immersion optics. Placing the coverslip on the slide created the fluid motion driving red cell
aggregation.
adhesions between red cells eventually must break, even in
the absence of shear. Here we shall generalize our previous
work and consider both the formation and breakup of
rouleaux. Furthermore, we indicate the importance of
including the formation of loops (cyclical rouleaux) in
kinetic models designed to study the later phases of the
aggregation process.
The kinetic model that we develop is based upon the law
of mass action and is similar in many respects to those used
in polymer chemistry. We describe the interactions
between single red blood cells and rouleaux, and the
interactions between rouleaux, by reversible mass-action
reactions each characterized by a forward and reverse rate
constant, k and kr, respectively. By formulating the model
in this way we are implicitly making assumptions about the
physical processes leading to collisions between red cells
and red cell aggregates and the physical processes responsi-
ble for the breakup of aggregates. As discussed in our
previous paper (Samsel and Perelson, 1982), we assume
that in any particular experiment the rate constants are
"constants," whose value will depend on the physical
conditions that characterize the experiment, e.g., the tem-
perature, viscosity and density of the suspending medium,
the concentration and type of bridging macromolecules,
and other chemical constituents of the medium that affect
cell-cell adhesion, and the hydrodynamic flows present in
the experimental apparatus. For particles as large as red
cells, diffusion is not an effective transport mechanism, and
sedimentation and fluid motion are the predominant
effects influencing particle collisions and aggregate disso-
ciation. Although these forces are not isotropic, we shall
assume that one can find appropriate average forward and
reverse rate constants, which are the same at all positions
within the volume, that to a fair degree of approximation
characterize the experimental system. Sedimentation
effects can in principle be eliminated by using a suspending
media in which red cells are neutrally buoyant. Alterna-
tively, studies of red cell aggregation and blood viscosity
under near zero gravity may be carried out on the space
shuttle (Dintenfass, 1979) with sedimentation effects elim-
inated. Fluid forces then determine the rate constants.
As another stage in the modeling process, which is
beyond the scope of this paper, one can develop theoretical
methods of choosing the rate constants appropriate to the
hydrodynamic situation. Work in this direction has already
begun. With regard to choosing forward rate constants,
Jones and Perry (1979) and Saffman and Turner (1956)
discuss aggregation in turbulent flow fields, while Capo et
al. (1982), Zaiko and Zaretskaya (1981), Bell (1981),
Evans and Proctor (1978), Chang and Robertson (1976),
Richardson (1973), Swift and Freidlander (1964), and
Levich (1962) discuss aggregation in uniform shear fields.
If a suspension of cells is agitated in some regular way,
shear rates may be estimated (cf. Capo et al., 1982) and
theoretical results applied. When one plots mean rouleau
size against shear rate, one finds that as shear rate
increases, the curve first increases, reaches a maximum,
and then decreases (cf. Chien, 1976). The initial increase
occurs because low shear rates enhance collisions between
red cells. As one increases the shear rate further, collisions
are enhanced, but high shear rates disaggregate rouleaux,
and eventually this effect predominates. Mills et al.
(1980a) suggest an empirical relation between mean rou-
leau size and shear rate. Translating a shear rate into a set
of forward and reverse rate constants is an unsolved
problem. For our purposes we shall simply assume that in
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the low shear rate regime, the forward and reverse rate
constants are chosen in such a way that association
processes dominate; whereas in the high shear regime we
assume that the forward and reverse rate constants are
chosen in such a way that dissociation processes dominate.
In section II we describe a reversible model for rouleau
formation and show how the principle of detailed balance
can be used to identify an interdependence among the
governing parameters. In section III we obtain, under
reasonable assumptions, analytic solutions for the size
distribution of branches using the Flory-Stockmayer
method developed in polymer chemistry. In section IV we
examine the predictions of our model for realistic ranges of
parameter values. A discussion of our results and of the
importance of loop formation in the end stages of reaction
is given in section V.
To both simplify and shorten the presentation we shall
use the same notation as in our previous paper (Samsel and
Perelson, 1982) and refer to equations from that paper.
Equation 1.7 will refer to Eq. 7 in our previous paper;
whereas Eq. 7 will refer to an equation derived in this
paper. For the purposes of this paper, a rouleau will be
taken to be any cluster of red cells whose geometry may be
described as an aggregate of linear stacks.
II. REVERSIBLE KINETICS OF ROULEAU
FORMATION
Reverse Reaction Kinetics
As in our previous paper, we model a red cell as a flexible
cylindrical disk of radius r and thickness h, with two faces
each having surface area e = irr2 and a wall with surface
area w = 27rrh. Red cells adhere face-to-face to form
cylindrical stacks. A stack increases in length when a cell
adheres to a small elongation zone at its end. The elonga-
tion zone contains the face of the end cell and the portion of
the wall of the rouleau within some critical distance of its
end. The two elongation zones at the ends of a stack are
called caps, since they resemble the cap on an object such
as a fountain pen. The area of a cap, ac, can be chosen such
that the cap is simply the end of a stack (i.e., ac = e) or it
can be chosen such that the cap includes a true elongation
zone (e.g., ac = e + w). A branched rouleau is modeled as
an aggregate of linear stacks called segments or branches
connected at right angles. A particular rouleau can be
described as having n cells, b branches, p branch points,
and c caps. For rouleaux that have the topological form of a
tree, i.e., have no loops, we showed (Eq. 1.25)
b=c-1 and p=c-2. (1)
Consequently, only two variables, n and c, are needed to
describe treelike rouleaux. Throughout this paper we will
restrict our attention to treelike rouleaux and use the terms
treelike rouleau and rouleau synonymously. (In a later
publication we will consider the formation of rouleaux
containing loops).
If we let R (n,c) and S (n,c) denote the concentration of
rouleaux and segments with n cells and c caps, respectively,
then as shown in our first paper systems of differential
equations can easily be constructed that describe the time
rate of change of these variables during an irreversible
aggregation process. The generalization to reversible pro-
cesses is more complex. A rouleau with n cells and c caps is
not a unique object; for example, each segment in it can
take on a variety of lengths. From a segment of length one,
the loss of a single cell causes the disappearance of the
segment and the loss of a cap. However, the dissociation of
a single cell from the end of a segment of length two, or
greater, has neither of these effects. Thus c may or may not
decrease when a cell dissociates from a rouleau with n cells
and c caps. Therefore, it is not possible, using the state
variables n and c, to describe uniquely the products formed
when rouleaux break up (although one could in principle
enumerate all possible rouleau structures and average over
that ensemble). By contrast, a given segment with n cells
and c caps is geometrically unique, so it is therefore
possible to predict the products formed by dissociation.
Thus with reversible interactions, one can formulate an
exact set of differential equations for S(n,c). As we show
below, from S(n,c) one can obtain information about the
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FIGURE 2 Diagrammatic representation of reactions that generate
rouleaux. (a) Two erythrocytes react with rate constant per unit area k,,.
(b) An erythrocyte reacts with the cap on a rouleau with rate constant per
unit area keC. This reaction elongates the rouleau. (c) An erythrocyte
reacts with the wall of a rouleau to initiate a branch with rate constant
ks.,. (d) Two rouleaux react via a cap-cap interaction with rate constant
per unit area k,, (e) Two rouleaux react via a cap-wall interaction with
rate constant k,. The reverse reactions and their rate constants are also
shown.
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mean rouleau size, degree of branching, and the total
rouleau concentration.
In the formation of branched treelike rouleaux we
assume that there are five reversible interactions as shown
in Fig. 2. Two erythrocytes join face-to-face to form a
two-cell rouleau with rate constant kee and dissociate with
rate constant k' . A single erythrocyte can elongate a
segment by joining face-to-face with the terminal cell or
cap of the segment; kec and k', are the forward and reverse
rate constant describing that process. Alternatively, a
single red cell can initiate a branch by adhering to the wall
of a segment with rate constant kew. A one cell segment can
be eliminated by the dissociation of the single cell from the
wall, with rate constant k' . Two segments can condense to
form a longer segment by a cap-cap interaction with
forward rate constant kcc. Conversely, a long segment can
break into two short segments, with rate constant k' . Via a
cap-wall interaction two segments can condense and form
a branched rouleau with forward rate constant k,, and a
branched rouleau can break into straight segments by the
reverse reaction with rate constant krW. The five reverse
rate constants kee, krc, k w, k , and kr all have units of
time-', while the five forward rate constants are all given
in units of volume area-' time-' as discussed in our
previous paper.
The development of the set of differential equations for
S (n,c) describing reversible rouleau formation is presented
in Appendix I. Here, we restrict our attention to deriving
equations for the following overall descriptors of the aggre-
gation process: E, the concentration of free erythrocytes;
R, the total concentration of rouleaux; S, the total con-
centration of straight segments within rouleaux; M, the
concentration of ends or "caps" on rouleaux; T, the
concentration of external surface area on rouleaux; W, the
concentration of "wall' area on the surface of rouleaux
where branch initiation can occur; (n)r, the mean number
of cells in a rouleau; (n)s, the mean number of cells in a
segment; (n), the mean number of cells in a unit (i.e., a
rouleau or free erythrocyte); (n),u, the mean number of
cells in a straight chain unit (i.e., a rouleau segment or free
erythrocyte); and (b), the mean number of "branches" or
segments in a rouleau. The concentrations E, R, S, and M
are all measured in units of number per unit volume;
whereas the area concentrations T and W are measured in
units of area per unit volume. One can show on the basis of
conservation laws and geometric constraints that (see our
previous paper)
Eo-E Eo-E(n), R s s I
E +R n E + S' (2)
(b) = S/R, (3)
S = (1/2e)[(Eo- E)w + (2e- a)M - W], (4)
T = W + Mac, (5)
and
R = M-S, (6)
where Eo is the total concentration of erythrocytes in the
system and a, is "reactive" surface area of a cap at which
elongation of a segment can occur. (The interpretation of
a, is discussed in detail in our previous paper.)
Eq. 4-6 show that there are only three independent
variables, E, M, and W, from which all the remaining
variables may be found. Differential equations containing
the terms contributed by the forward reactions were
derived in our previous paper. Here we focus on the
additional terms generated by the reverse reactions. In the
differential equation for E the dissociation of a two-cell
rouleau [i.e., S(2, 2)] contributes two free cells; the disso-
ciation of a one-cell segment from a wall [i.e., S(1, 1)]
contributes one free cell, as does the dissociation of a
terminal cell on a segment containing one or two caps.
Including the forward reaction terms from Eq. 1.46 we
have
dE/dt
= -keaeE2 --k aME-kWEW
2 c
+ 2kr S(2,2) + k1rS(11) + keZ E cS(n,c). (7)
c-O n-c+I
By a similar process, we modify Eq. 1.47 for the cap
concentration, M. Caps are created by the joining of
erythrocytes with each other or with walls and are lost by
the condensation of caps with each other or with walls. We
add to these terms the loss of caps from dissociation of
S(1, 1) and S(2, 2), as well as the gain of caps from the
breakup of all branches. Not counted are terms resulting
from the loss of single cells from caps other than S(1, 1),
since this process conserves the number of caps. Thus, we
find
dM/dt= kceaaE2+ kcWEW - kaM2-kCWMW
-2k' S(2,2) -k1S(1,1)
2
+ 2kCcc E (n- c-lI)S(n,c)
c-0 n-c+I
2
+ 14_. E (2 -c)S(n,c). (8)
c-O n-c+1
Finally, one can write an expression for the rate of
change of the reactive wall area concentration W. We have
the contributions from the association reactions (see Eq.
1.49) in addition to contributions from each of the reverse
reactions. Reactive wall area is lost when S(1, 1) and
S(2, 2) dissociate and when single erythrocytes detach
from caps. Moreover, the reactive wall area changes when
branches break or dissociate from attached walls, with area
factors identical but opposite in sign to those derived for
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the association reactions. Thus we find
dW/dt= (w - a, + e)kCeaCE2 + wk.CaCME
+ (w - ac)k..EW + (ac - e)kCCacM2
+ (a, - 2e)k,,MW - 2(w - a, + e)k14S(2,2)
2
- (w -ac)krS(l)wk,1)-ew E cS(n,c)
c-0 n-C+ 1
2X
-2(ac-e)krcc E (n-c- I)S(n,c)
c-0 n-c+ I
2 c
- (ac - 2e)krcw
_
(2 -c)S(n,c).
c-0 n-c+ I (9)
Since each reverse reaction involves separating similar
membrane areas, the energetics of the reactions ought to
be similar. Under the assumption that the five rate con-
stants for the reverse reactions are equal, one can evaluate
the summations in Eqs. 7-9. If we define k, so that
kkr- = kr = kr = kr= kr (10)
then, using the facts that
S(n,c)=0 if c>n,
2 co
Z Z cS(n,c) + S(1,1) + 2S(2,2) =M;
c-0 n-c+I
and
2
Z Z nS(n,c) + S(1, 1) + 2S(2, 2) + E = Eo,
c-O n-c+1
it is easy to show that
dE/dt =- keeaeE2 - kecacME - kwEW+ krM, ( 11)
dM/dt = kCCaCE2 + kWEW - kccacM2
-kcwMW+ 2kr(Eo-E)-3krM, (12)
and
dW/dt = (w - ac + e)kCCaeE2 + wkecacME
+ (w - ac)k~wEW + (ac - e)kccacM2
+ (ac- 2e)kcwMW - 2kr(ac- e)(Eo- E)
- k,(w - 3ac + 4e)M + 2ek,S.
and 6 or may be derived directly from the detailed theory
presented in Appendix I. The two approaches yield the
same following result.
dS 1 2d = 2 keeacE2 + kewEW
2
-2 k a M2 + MrEO-E-M -S), (15)
d=2 CCaeE2--k2 cccM2
- kcwMW + MrEO-E-M-R). (16)
Eqs. 11-16 describe a general reversible kinetic model
for rouleau formation. By making particular choices for
the rate constants and parameters, different situations can
be modeled. For example, if kcc = kcw = k' = k' =O, then
only reactions involving free erythrocytes occur with non-
zero rate, and the model is thus reduced to a reversible
addition polymerization model. (See our previous paper for
a discussion of irreversible addition polymerization mod-
els). If condensation reactions are allowed, but kcw = k,.,
kr = k r, and ac = e, then no distinction is made between
caps and walls, and the two rouleaux will adhere with equal
probability at any place on their surfaces. Such a situation
occurs at very high adhesive energies, the typical linear
geometry of rouleau is lost, and the cells form clumps. To
the extent that such clumps can be approximated by
treelike aggregates, our theory should predict their size
distribution.
RATE CONSTANT CONSTRAINTS
By using the principle of detailed balance (Bak, 1963;
Katchalsky and Curran, 1965), one can show that the rate
c
(13)
Replacing S by the expression involving E, M, and Wfrom
Eq. 4 we find
dW/dt = (w - a, + e)kCCaCE2 + wkCraCME
+ (w - a.)kewEW + (a -e)kCCaCM2
+ (a, - 2e)k,,MW
+ kr(w-2ac+ 2e) (Eo-E-M)-krW. (14)
While the reverse reaction terms in Eqs. 11-14 are surpris-
ingly simple when compared with the corresponding terms
in Eqs. 7-9, they do not seem to be intuitively transparent.
Equations for S and R may be determined from Eqs. 4
E (E3
S(3,2)
k ac
D
A
eaeE
S(2,2)
s(4,2)
IS(2,2)
lS(2,2)
FIGURE 3 Two independent ways of generating a cylindrical rouleau
containing four cells are indicated. Two erythrocytes can combine to form
S (2,2) as indicated in reaction A. Two such dimers can then combine
(reaction B). Alternatively, an erythrocyte can add to an already existent
dimer (reaction C) to form the trimer, S (3,2). Another erythrocyte can
then add to the trimer (reaction D) to form the four-cell rouleau S (4,2).
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constants in Eqs. 11-16 are not all independent. Physically
there are three independent processes in rouleau forma-
tion: initiation (by dimer formation), elongation, and
branching. Consequently, one might suspect that there are
only three independent equilibrium constants. In the equi-
librium theory of rouleau formation of Perelson and Wie-
gel (1982) and Wiegel and Perelson (1982) initiation was
not distinguished from elongation and the theory involved
only two equilibrium constants. To obtain the appropriate
constraints on the rate constants, consider the sequence of
reactions shown in Fig. 3 in which a straight segment
containing four cells and two caps is built by one of two
pathways. Following the pathway on the right, involving
the reactions labeled A and B, one finds that at equilib-
rium
S(4, 2) = cck S(2, 2)2,
CC
S(2,2) = cr 'E2kee
where the overbars denote equilibrium concentrations.
Following the pathway on the left, involving reactions C
and D, one finds at equilibrium
S(4,2)= CcS(3,2)E, S(3,2)= ec cS(2, 2)E.
kec ec
Thermodynamics demands that these equations be consis-
tent.
Solving for S(4, 2) in terms of E gives two alternate
expressions that when equated yield the following con-
straint
kccackeae (kecac 2 (17)
cc ee ec
If all the reverse rate constants are equal as in Eq. 10, then
this reduces to
FIGURE 4 Two independent ways of forming a branched rouleau
containing a cylindrical stack and a two-cell branch are indicated. An
erythrocyte can attach to the wall of an existent rouleau by an erythro-
cyte-wall reaction (reaction A), and then via an erythrocyte-cap reaction
(reaction B) the branch can elongate. Alternatively, the two erythrocytes
can first combine via an erythrocyte-erythrocyte reaction (reaction C)
and then the dimer can attach to the wall of an existent rouleau by a
cap-wall reaction (reaction D).
scheider relations (Bak, 1963), which state that the prod-
uct of the rate constants following the cycle in the clock-
wise direction equals the product of the rate constants
obtained by following the cycle in the counter-clockwise
direction. Under the assumption of equal reverse rate
constants, Eq. 19 reduces to
(20)kewkecackcw " ,.keeae
k k a (18)
keeae
The generation of a cylindrical rouleau of any size must
involve initiation and elongation by either cap-cap or
erythrocyte cap reactions (the processes depicted in Fig.
3). Analyzing additional nonbranched states, which can be
reached by multiple pathways, involves further concatena-
tion of these processes but does not yield any additional
constraints.
Fig. 4 illustrates a branched rouleau that can be
obtained by two independent kinetic pathways. We obtain
an additional constraint on the rate constants by applica-
tion of the technique illustrated above. Analyzing the
equilibrium concentrations of any of the species in the
cycle shows that
kewkecac kcwkeeae
kewkCC kcwkee
Since branching must occur by the addition of a single cell
or a longer segment, analyzing other branched states that
can be reached by multiple pathways does not yield any
new constraints.
There is one additional constraint that we may impose
on the rate constants that will further simplify our analysis.
If we view an erythrocyte as a segment of length one with
two caps, then either of these caps could attach to the end
of a growing segment in a typical cap-cap reaction. Hence
it seems reasonable to assume
kec = 2kcc (21)
in which case initiation is no longer distinguished from
elongation. As a consequence, we may define a single
forward rate constant per unit area for all cap-cap reac-
tions,
(19)
kc kcc k 1/2. (22)
These constraints may also be found using the Weg- Using detailed balance, Eq. 18, one obtains the additional
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identity
kc = keeae/4ac. (23)
Substituting Eqs. 22 and 23 into Eq. 20 allows us to define
a single forward rate constant per unit area for cap-wall
reactions
assumption about the number of red cells in the system).
To determine pf, notice that the concentration of free sites
is equal to the concentration of caps plus twice the
concentration of free erythrocytes. The total concentration
of reactive sites, free or bound, is twice the total concentra-
tion of erythrocytes. Hence
kw = kew/2. (24)
Thus the two rate constants, kc and kw, can be used to
characterize all the forward reactions shown in Fig. 1.
111. AN EXACT SOLUTION FOR THE SIZE
DISTRIBUTION OF SEGMENTS
Flory-Stockmayer Method
A statistical method developed in polymer chemistry to
find the molecular weight distribution of the products of a
condensation polymerization reaction (cf. Flory, 1953;
Stockmayer, 1943; Perelson, 1980), may be used to deter-
mine the size distribution of straight chain segments in
rouleaux. In Appendix I we use the model outlined in
section II to derive a set of differential equations for
S(n,c), the concentration of segments with n cells and c
caps. Assuming that the aggregation process begins with
monodisperse erythrocytes, we can immediately obtain a
solution to these differential equations via the Flory-
Stockmayer statistical method. This solution is then veri-
fied by direct substitution into the equations given in
Appendix I.
Following Flory (1953) we view each face of an erythro-
cyte as a "reactive site." Reactive sites may be bound
together, bound to a wall, or free. The two basic assump-
tions underlying the Flory-Stockmayer method are that
every free site be equally reactive, irrespective of the size
and shape of the aggregate on which it is found, and that
aggregates grow in a treelike fashion (i.e., without forming
loops). To develop a model consistent with the hypothesis
of equal reactivity, we need to assume that sites on
erythrocytes are equivalent to sites on the end of a branch.
Hence we can not distinguish between initiation and
elongation, nor between erythrocyte-wall and cap-wall
reactions. Consequently, to use the Flory-Stockmayer
method we must assume that there are only two forward
rate constants, kc and kw, characterizing rouleau forma-
tion. Although the method is probably consistent with two
separate reverse rate constants, "kc and kw," we have
restricted our investigations to the case of only one reverse
rate constant kr.
Denote by pf the fraction of the reactive sites that are
free. For systems containing an infinite number of par-
ticles, pf is the probability that a randomly chosen reactive
site is free. Here we assume that the total number of red
cells in the system is large enough for this interpretation to
be valid. (The use of ordinary differential equations to
describe the dynamics of aggregation is based on a similar
2E + M
Pf = 2 (25)
Similarly, the probability, p,, that a reactive site is
bound to a wall is the ratio of the concentration of branch
points to the total concentration of sites. Since the end of a
segment is either a branch point or a cap, the concentration
of branch points is 2S - M. Thus
2S - M
Pw == 2E0 (26)
The concentration of reactive sites bound to other sites is
the total concentration of bound sites, 2(Eo- E), minus
the concentration of sites in caps or branch points, 2S.
Consequently, p, the probability that a site is bound to
another site is given by
Eo- E- S
o
(27)
Because a site is either free, bound to a wall, or bound to
another site
Pf +pw + p= 1. (28)
To compute S (n,c) select a free site at random. The
probability that it is part of an n-cell, two-cap segment is
pn-l pf, the probability that n - I successive sites are
bound to other sites, followed by one site that is free. In a
unit volume, there are 2E + M free sites that can be chosen
as the random free site. Choosing each one once will double
count the number of segments with two caps since each of
the two caps on the segment will have been chosen once.
Hence the number of segments with n cells and two caps
per unit volume is given by S(n,2) = (2E + M)p'-1 pf/2,
n = 2, 3, .... Using the definition of pf, we find
S(n,2) = Eop2pn-1, n = 2,3,.... (29)
In a like manner we can find the concentrations S(n, 1)
and S (n,O). Starting with a free site, the probability of
finding n - 1 sites bound to other sites, followed by a site
bound to a wall, is pn- Ipw. Since there is only one free site
per segment, S(n,l) = (2E + M)p'-'pW, n = 1, 2, .....
which can be rewritten as
S(n,1) = 2EOpfp.p" ' n = 1, 2,.... (30)
Similar reasoning, but now starting at a bound site, leads
to
S(n,O)= Eop'.p"', n=1,2,.... (31)
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Let ST((n) be the total concentration of segments of
length n, irrespective of the number of caps. Then it is easy
to show that
2
ST(n) - S(n,c) = Eo(1 -p)2(I n = 2, 3..... (32a)
c-0
The case n = 1 is special since by definition a rouleau must
contain at least two cells. A unit with two caps and one cell
is a free erythrocyte and is not considered to be a segment
in a rouleau. The only one-cell segments must be attached
to a wall of another segment. Thus
ST(1) -5(1, 0) + S(1, 1) = Eopw(pw + 2pf) (32b)
Rather than measuring the concentrations S(n,c) or
ST (n), an easier experimental test of the theory would be to
examine the concentration of segments with zero-, one-, or
two-free caps, and any number of cells. Thus, we define
S (0) = E S (n,O),
n-I
S(1) = ZS(n,l),
n-I
and
S(2) = E S(n,2). (33)
n-2
These segment concentrations are related to the macro-
scopic parameters, M and S, by the obvious relations
identifying an erythrocyte as a segment with one cell and
two caps and using Eq. 29. Either approach gives
E= EoPf. (41)
Combining Eqs. 4, 38, 39, and 41 gives
W= Eo[w(1 p')
- f2ap(1 - pf) + 2e(pf - Pw - Pr)]. (42)
Finally, using Eqs. 2 and 3 along with Eqs. 38-41, we can
find various mean quantities that describe rouleau size and
shape. For example, the mean rouleau size
(n) P= I Ppf
Pf -P -Pf
(43)
The other mean quantities (Eqs. 2 and 3) are as easily
found.
The probabilities p, p,, and pf given by Eqs. 25-27
depend on time, as do E, M, and S. However, at any given
time, as well as after the system has attained equilibrium,
p, pw, and pf are simply constants and the size distribution
of segments is given by Eqs. 29-31. By differentiating Eqs.
25-27, and substituting into the resulting expressions, Eqs.
1 1, 12, 14-16, 21-24, and 38-42, one can prove that the
time evolution of pf and pw is governed by the pair of
differential equations
S = S(O) + S(1) + S(2)
and
M = 2S(2) + S(1).
Since M = R + S,
R = S(2) -S(0) .
(34) dpd -kwEo(2a, - 2e - w)pf
+ 2EO[k.(a e)- ]pf
(35)
-(kwEow + k,)pf + 2ekwEopfpw + k, (44a)
dp, kwEO (2a, - 2e - W)p(36) dt k- 02a 2 fwp
In the "site model" described above, S (n,0), S (n, 1), and
S(n,2) are given explicitly by Eqs. 29-31. Substituting
these equations into Eq. 33, we can immediately perform
the summations and obtain
E0p2S(0) = 1-=p S(1) = 2E0pfp,I
-P
and
S(2) = P (37)I
-P
Thus
S = EO(pf + p. - p2), (38)
M = 2Eopf (I -pf), (39)
and
R = EO(pf - p. - p 2). (40)
We may obtain E from Eqs. 27, 28, and 38 or by
-2k.Eo(a. - e)p2 + wkwEopf
- 2ekwEopfpw- krPw, (44b)
and p may be determined from
(44c)
Using these equations and the chain rule for differentia-
tion of products of functions, one can directly verify that
the segment size distribution obtained above solves the
differential equations for S(n,c) derived in Appendix I,
Eqs. Al.1-Al.5, with rate constants chosen according to
Eqs. 10, 21-24. A useful strategem for doing verifications
of this type is discussed in DeLisi and Perelson (1976).
It should be obvious that this statistical method does not
yield solutions to differential Eqs. AlI.-Al.5 for all
choices of initial conditions and rate constants. Clearly, the
initial conditions for S(n,c) need to agree with those that
are chosen for E, M, and S in Eqs. 11, 12, and 15, and need
to be consistent with the distribution of segment sizes given
by Eqs. 29-31. This is the case for the initial condition of
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interest here, i.e., monodisperse red cells. Further, the
same rate constants need to be chosen in Eqs. Al.-Al.5
for S(n,c) as in Eqs. 11, 12, and 15, and these rate
constants must be consistent with the notion that all sites
are equally reactive with respect to cap-cap and cap-wall
reactions. This latter constraint motivated our use of a
single cap-cap forward rate constant, kc, and a single
cap-wall forward rate constant, kw, as defined by Eqs.
22-24.
IV. NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS
Nondimensionalization
By numerically solving Eq. 44, we can determine the
probabilities p, pf, and pw as functions of time and then
extract dynamical information about rouleau sizes and
shapes from Eqs. 29-31, 38-43, and 2-3. As long as k, ;
0, the equilibrium values of p, pf, and pw may be found by
setting the time derivatives to zero in Eq. 44 and solving the
resulting system of nonlinear algebraic equations. An
analytic solution to the equilibrium problem may be found
in this way, but the resulting formulas are so complicated
that we have not found them to be particularly helpful.
The site model has four independent parameters, kc, kw,
kr, and the hematocrit reflected in the initial red cell
concentration Eo. To reduce the number of parameters
even further, we reformulate Eq. 44 in terms of dimension-
less quantities. To do so, we choose a reference time scale,
T, and a reference area, A. A nondimensional form of Eqs.
44a and 44b can now be written as follows
dpf 2ac- 2e- w 3
-= -kt A k Af
W+ ] pf + 2k(p)pfpw + kr, (45a)
dpw '2ac A2e-
A
k-pf(w 2k (e) k' (45b)+ A r - Akv~ PfPw - rP 5
where t' = t/T, k, = kwAEOT, kc = kcacEor, and k' = krr
are dimensionless quantities.
The choice of a reference time, -r, and a reference area,
A, are to some degree arbitrary. The form of k' suggests
that a reasonable choice for a reference area is A = w.
Analogously, the forms of the three nondimensional-rate
parameters suggest that there exist three reasonable
choices for r: Tb = (kwwEo) ', re = (kcacEo) ', and Td =
kr- , which correspond to the characteristic times for
branching, chain elongation, and dissociation. The choice
of a reference time depends on which process one wishes to
study. During the early stages of rouleaux formation, one
expects chain elongation to be the dominant growth pro-
cess. Therefore T; would be a good choice for T. With this
choice one finds
t' = kcacEot, k' = kwwlkcac, (46)
k' = kr/kcacEo, and kc = 1.
Previously [see Eq. I.A4.1], we nondimensionalized rate
constants by dividing them by kea, However, by Eq. 23,
keeae = 4kcac. This factor of four should be kept in mind if
one compares the simulations in this paper with those in
our previous paper.
At longer times, branch formation is important, and
choosing T = (kwwEo)-' would provide a time scale over
which substantial branching would occur. In situations in
which large rouleaux form, dissociation must be the slow-
est process, and the process that determines the time to
reach equilibrium. (Equilibrium can only be approached
after red cells have had enough time to associate and
dissociate a few times.) When choosing r = k ' in order to
study equilibrium processes, one finds
t'= krt, kr = 1, kw = kwwEo/kr,
and
k'= kcacEo/k,. (47)
Notice that with this choice of r, k', and kc are nondimen-
sional equilibrium constants characterizing branching and
elongation.
In conducting numerical studies, it is also useful to use
nondimensional quantities to characterize the concentra-
tions of the various species. From Eqs. 38-42 one sees that
it is natural to nondimensionalize all concentrations except
W by dividing by Eo. Thus, for example, S'(n,c) =
S(n,c)/EO and R' = R/EO. The wall-area concentration is
nondimensionalized by dividing by wEo, i.e., W' = WI
wEo.
For our numerical evaluations we use the parameter
values discussed in our previous paper. Thus we assume the
area of cap, a, = e + w. The geometric factors in our
nondimensional equations can be computed once the ratio,
h/r, of the height to the radius of the red cell is specified.
From measurements on human erythrocytes given by
Evans and Fung (1972) we concluded in our previous
paper that h/r = 0.62. The initial concentration of erythro-
cytes, Eo, depends on the hematocrit (hct). The hemato-
crit, or volume concentration of red cells, is the most
commonly used experimental measure of red cell density.
A 1% hematocrit corresponds to _108 erythrocytes/cm3
(Miale, 1977); thus we take Eo = hct x 108 erythrocytes/
cm3, where hct is expressed as a number between 0 and
100. Normal human venous blood has a hematocrit of
-45%, and rouleau formation experiments are typically
performed at hematocrits between 0.5% and 45%.
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Kinetic Studies
.We begin our numerical evaluations with a study of the
kinetics of rouleau formation. Here we use the elongation
time, rT =:- (kcacE0)-', as a reference scale, so that Eq. 46
defines the nondimensional rate constants. To estimate k'.
we need to compare kw, the rate constant for binding to a
wall, with kc, the rate constant for binding to a cap.
Generally, a red cell cannot adhere as well to the side of a
cylindrical rouleau as to its end; with equal membrane
deformations being unable to bring as much surface area
into direct contact with the curved side of the cylinder as
with its somewhat flattened end. In our previous paper, our
numerical results gave the most realistic predictions when
2
* -~0)
0 2. 4 6 a I
t4
kw 0.05 kc. Here we will again assume kw <& kc,' or
equivalently that k>< 1.
The parameter of most interest to this study is kr, the
rate constant characterizing the breakup of red cell adhe-
sions. If kr = 0, all reactions are irreversible; this is the case
studied in our previous paper. For kr > 0, the relevant
parameter is k, the ratio of the reverse rate constant to the
constant characterizing the rate at which chain elongation
occurs. When k' «1 reactions are dominated by adhesion,
large rouleaux should form. When k' 1, adhesion and
dissociation are approximately balanced, whereas when
rk'> 1, dissociation dominates and small rouleaux form.
Fig. 5 shows how several of the variables in our theory
change with time for differing values of k' with k', = 0.1I
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and hct = 1. The panels on the left show that the mean size
of a rouleau, (n)r, constantly increases with times, as does
the mean size of a unit, (n),, and the mean number of
branches, (b). The mean size of a segment, (n ), does not
always increase, as we now explain. The first rouleaux to
appear are two cell aggregates. Thus (n )r = (n ), = 2 near
t = 0. As time increases, rouleaux first grow as straight
chains (see our paper) and thus (n). increases. As the
rouleaux grow longer, branching becomes more probable.
The growth of branches off straight segments then leads to
a decrease in (nY), This effect can be seen in Figs. 5 a and
c. When k' ' 1, large rouleaux do not form, branching is
negligible, and hence (n)s never decreases, as in Figs. 5 e
and 5 g. Observe the panels on the right of Fig. 5. The
concentration of free erythrocytes decreases rapidly and
approaches a nonzero equilibrium value for all values of k'.
The total concentration of rouleaux, R', initially increases
as rouleaux are formed. When k' < 1, R' then decreases as
small rouleaux combine into large ones (Fig. 5 b). Each
rouleau is composed of one or more straight segments.
Thus S' _ R'. Large rouleaux tend to be branched and thus
S' < R' for small values of k' (Figs. 5 b and d). However,
when k' is large, the mean size of a rouleau tends to two
cells, and S' tends to R' (Figs. 5fand h).
Kernick et al. (1973) studied the kinetics of rouleau
formation of human erythrocytes. They showed that with
blood from healthy individuals, either fresh or stored for
various times and at various temperatures, diluted 100-fold
in plasma, the mean unit length, (n) ,, increases with time,
starting from a value of one and saturating at a maximum
value typically between two and three. (Note that Kernick
et al. [1973] call (n)Y the mean rouleau length, not the
mean unit size as we do.) As we demonstrated in our
previous paper, irreversible models of rouleau formation
never show this behavior. Instead, they invariably imply
that (n). increases monotonically with time, never reach-
ing a maximum value. By including reverse reactions we
can now match the kinetic curves reported by Kernick et
al. (1973). To illustrate this, in Fig. 6 we compare our
theory with data from Kernick et al. (1973) on rouleau
formation using freshly drawn blood from a healthy indi-
vidual diluted to a hematocrit of 0.5%. For the parameter
values used to generate Fig. 6 (k' = 0.4 and k'= 0.2), our
theory predicted that (b) varied between 1.0 and 1.2, thus
agreeing with the observation of Kernick et al. (1973) that
under their experimental conditions rouleaux were linear.
Equilibrium Studies
One can estimate the time required for a system to
approach equilibrium from the reciprocal of the rate
constant describing the slowest process. In experiments
where dissociation of rouleaux is allowed to occur sponta-
neously, rather than being driven say by high shear rates,
we expect dissociation to occur slower than association, and
consequently, we expect 1 /k' to provide an estimate of the
, 2.0
N
1.0
0.01
o 12 24 36 48 60
t (min)
FIGURE 6 A comparison of the predicted time dependent growth of the
mean unit size, (n) , with data published by Kernick et al. (1973) on
rouleaux formation using freshly drawn blood from a healthy individual.
In both the experiment and theory, the hematocrit was 0.5%. To match
the data, we chose k' = 0.4, kw = 0.2, and t' = t/24.
nondimensional time, t', required to approach equilibrium.
(Analogously, 1/k, provides an estimate of the actual time,
t, required to appraoch equilibrium). As an example,
consider the calculations corresponding to Fig. 5 d; 1 /kr =
2, and hence one would expect the dynamic curves to stop
changing when t' is of order 2. This is precisely what is seen
in Fig. 5 d. A similar effect is seen in the other panels. If
dissociation is driven, say, by shearing at a high rate, so
£
A r i ; | ! ~~~* I
threes rate cntt. (a Th eqiiru mea size of a rouleaux,
(ffmea sze of a; seget (n ? mea ui;-tsize, ( anmean
nIUmbRE7Dpneofbrnheherreau (b ) vs.rthe nondiensraionaof revererateo
constant k = kr/kccacEo. (b) The nondimensional equilibrium concentra-
tions of erythrocytes, E' = E/E0, total rouleaux, R' = R/Eo and total
straight segments, S' = S/Eo vs. k . In both a and b the hematocrit is 1%
and kw, = kww/kcca. = 0.1.
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that I /k' << 1 /k', then 1 /k'would provide the appropriate
time scale for the establishment of equilibrium.
As time progresses, the dynamic curves stop changing.
The time-independent state reached is called an equilib-
rium state or sometimes a dynamic steady state. In such a
state, the rate of growth of rouleaux is exactly balanced by
their rate of destruction. If one observes any particular
rouleau, it may grow or shrink, but quantities that describe
the entire population of rouleaux remain constant.
In Fig. 7 b we plot the nondimensional equilibrium
concentration of free erythrocytes, E', total rouleaux, R',
and total segments, S', vs. k' for k' = 0.1 and hct = 1.
When k' is small, the concentration of free erythrocytes is
low, indicating that most erythrocytes are incorporated
into rouleaux. In fact, E' -0 as k- 0, as shown in our
previous paper. As k' becomes large, erythrocytes disso-
ciate from rouleaux, so E' 1 as k- . Moreover, as
erythrocytes dissociate, rouleaux become progressively
smaller. The smallest aggregate considered to be rouleau is
a stack of two cells. Because such dimers are a single
unbranched segment, S' = R' when all rouleaux are
dimers. Notice as k' becomes large S' becomes approxi-
mately equal to R'.
To further examine the characteristics of the rouleau
distribution, we plot in Fig. 7 a the equilibrium values of
(n)r, (n)s, and (b) vs. k'starting with a value of k' = 0.1.
As indicated in the discussion above we expect rouleaux
will be unbranched, i.e., (b) -- 1, and of length two, i.e.,
(n)r = (n)s 2, as k' 1- c. As shown in Fig. 7 b these
characteristics are approximated at values of k' somewhat
larger than one.
Comparing the time dependent curves in Fig. 5 with the
equilibrium curves in Fig. 7, one can determine the effect
of letting t' -G O. For example, the first point in Fig. 7
corresponds to k' = 0.1, the value of k' used to generate
Figs. 5 a and b. From the values in Fig. 7, one sees that if
the curves in Fig. 5 a were continued to t -- co, (n )r would
increase to an equilibrium value of 16.57, (n)s would
decrease to an equilibrium value of 3.88, (n). would
increase to an equilibrium value of 10.64, and (b) would
increase to an equilibrium value of 4.27.
When k' is very small or very large, the concentration of
rouleaux approaches zero (Fig. 7 b). This same effect is
seen for two very different reasons. When k' is small, red
cells adhere to each other almost irreversibly. Thus, even-
tually all cells will join into one large rouleau and hence at
equilibrium the total number of rouleaux per unit volume
will decrease towards zero. Contrastingly, when k' is very
large, red cells adhere to one another very poorly and hence
at equilibrium red cell aggregates simply will not occur.
In experimental systems one can vary kr in two ways.
First, if the adhesion of red cells is mediated by macromol-
ecules added to system, e.g., dextran, one can by varying
the concentration of the macromolecule vary the adhesive
energy holding red cells together (Chien, 1981). Second, if
one shears the system at a high rate, aggregates will be
pulled apart increasing the value of kr. Developing a theory
that provides a quantitative correspondence between the
macromolecular concentration, the shear rate and kr is an
intriguing theoretical problem that is outside the scope of
this paper. The work of Bell (1978, 1979, 1981), Capo et
al. (1982), and Bell et al. (1984) is relevant in this regard.
The branching parameter, k', is also important in
determining rouleau sizes and shapes. Although the full
sequence of curves shown in Fig. 5 can be repeated for
different values of k', for brevity we provide in Fig. 8 only
data on equilibrium values. In Fig. 8 a we plot the equilib-
rium values of (n)r, (n)s, and (b) vs. k' for k' = 0.1 and
hct = 1. Notice when k' = 0, (b) = 1 and all rouleaux are
straight segments. As k' increases, not only do rouleaux
get more branched, but they also get larger. The reason for
this is shown in Fig. 8 b. With increasing, k', cap-wall
adhesions between rouleaux are stronger. (To see this,
write
k
_
kwwEo / kcacEo
kr / kr
as the ratio of cap-wall to cap-cap equilibrium constants.)
As rouleaux become larger, the equilibrium concentration
of rouleaux must decrease, hence R' decreases with
increasing k'. Because reactions are reversible, straight
segments can breakup. Thus as the cap-wall reaction rate
becomes large compared with the cap-cap reaction rate,
straight segments dissociate, becoming smaller, and add on
to rouleaux as extra branches. Thus, in Fig. 8 a (n)s
0.15
0.3r
0.2
0.1
0.0 L
O.C
(b)
SI
ER'
0.05 0.10 0.15
FIGURE 8 Dependence of the equilibrium concentration of rouleaux on
the nondimensional cap-wall rate constant, k', with kr = 0.1 and hct = 1.
The variables plotted are defined in the caption to Fig. 7.
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decreases with increasing k' and in Fig. 8 b, S', the
nondimensional concentration of segments increases with
kw.
The last parameter that affects the equilibrium rouleau
distribution is the hematocrit. According to our choice of
nondimensional variables (Eq. 46) the hematocrit, through
Eo, affects k but not k'. Because k' is proportional to
kr/E0, doubling the hematocrit is equivalent to halving k'.
Thus we need not explicitly study the effects of changing
the hematocrit. From Fig. 7 a one sees that by increasing
the hematocrit, i.e., decreasing k, the mean size of an
aggregate increases as one would expect intuitively. How-
ever, from Fig. 7 it is difficult to see the full range of effects
of changing the hematocrit. In Fig. 9 we show how the
various mean quantities describing rouleau size and shape
change with hct. The parameters for this figure were
chosen such that hct = 45 corresponds to k' = 0.1. In a
where k' ,= 0.1, note that (n)r, (n)u, (n), and (b) all
increase monotonically with the hematocrit, although the
mean segment size remains small even when hct = 45. For
the given value of k', rouleaux get larger by increasing the
number of branches rather than the size of each branch.
However, if k' is made smaller (Fig. 9 b), then rouleaux
get larger by increasing the size of each branch.
Segment Size Distribution
Our theory, via Eqs. 29-31 provides the complete distribu-
tion of segment sizes. In Fig. 10 we plot the nondimen-
20
Hemotocrit (%)
O'I .'I',0 10 20 30 40
Hematocrit #/.)
FIGURE 9 Dependence of the equilibrium concentration of rouleaux on
the hematocrit, with k' - 0.1. (a) k' = 0.1, (b) k, - 0.0O1. The variables
plotted are defined in the caption to Fig. 7 a.
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FIGURE 10 The equilibrium size distribution of straight chain segments
within rouleaux at 1% hematocrit with kr = k' = 0.1. (a) The nondimen-
sional equilibrium concentration of segments of length n and containing c
caps, S'(n,c) = S(n,c)/EO vs. n for c = 0, 1, and 2. Also plotted is the total
equilibrium concentration of segments of length n, ST(n). (b) The
nondimensional equilibrium segment weight distribution. The nondimen-
sional concentration of red cells in segments of size n with c caps, nS'
(n,c), is plotted vs. n. Also plotted is the total nondimensional equilibrium
concentration of red cells in segments of length n, nS!(n), vs. n.
sional equilibrium segment size distribution S'(n, c) and
the nondimensional equilibrium segment weight distribu-
tion nS'(n, c) for k' = k' = 0.1 and hct = 1. The
distribution has several notable characteristics. First,
S'(n, c) for c = 0, 1, or 2 is a strictly decreasing function of
n. So short segments always outnumber long segments.
Second, for any given value of n, S'(n,O), S'(n,1), and
S'(n,2) are proportional to each other with constants of
proportionality that are independent of n. Thus the three
distribution curves change in concert. From Eq. 32a the
same argument applies to ST(n) for n _ 2. Third, the
weight distribution curves, nS(n,c), c = 0, 1 and 2, and
nST(n), all have a maximum at the same value of n,
n -1 /Qnp. This result can be derived by treating n as a
continuous variable, observing that nS(n,c) is proportional
npnlI and noting that the derivative of npn- I with respect to
n is zero when n = -l/Qn p. In Fig. 0b the common
maximum is at n = 2. For the specified parameters p =
0.5673, and our theory predicts n - 1.76. Fourth, for these
parameter values the concentration of small segments is
much higher than the concentration of large segments,
with the most prevalent segment being of length two. From
Fig. 7 a one can see that the mean segment size is
approximately four. Thus the mean and the most probable
segment lengths are not the same; the mean being larger is
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consistent with the fact that the distribution has a long tail.
Our theory does not predict the entire distribution of
rouleau sizes, but from Fig. 7 a one sees (n) r 16, a value
consistent with the relatively high concentration of seg-
ments of length two to six with one cap.
V. DISCUSSION
In short term experiments, modeling rouleau formation as
an irreversible process is a reasonable and successful
approach. Ponder (1927) found that he could apply Smo-
luchowski's (1917) theory of irreversible coagulation of
colloids to determine the kinetics of rouleau formation in
experiments in which only short straight chain aggregates
formed. Kernick et al. (1973) in longer term experiments
found substantial deviations from the Smoluchowski theo-
ry. The mean size of a unit rather than increasing linearly
with time forever, as predicted by the Smoluchowski
theory, increased linearly for short times but then reached
a constant final value. To account for the tapering off in
the rate of growth of rouleau and the attainment of a
constant, steady-state size, one needs to consider the
process of rouleau breakup. Rouleaux may dissociate
either due to the presence of externally applied forces, such
as shearing stresses, or due to the thermodynamic fact that
the chemical bonds involved in the macromolecular bridges
holding together the erythrocytes within a rouleau eventu-
ally break. As a practical matter, under conditions in
which cell-cell interactions are sufficiently strong to pro-
duce rouleaux, spontaneous disaggregation is rarely, if
ever, observed.
Determining as a function of time the sizes and shapes of
rouleau that develop under conditions of isotropic, random
collisions, is the general kinetic problem of rouleau forma-
tion that we began studying in Samsel and Perelson
(1982). Here we have extended our original analysis so as
to take into consideration the fact that rouleau may break
apart. Using the law of mass action, we have generated a
set of reversible kinetic equations, that describe changes in
R, the total concentration of rouleaux, changes in S(n,c),
the concentration of straight chain segments within rou-
leau that are composed of n cells and have c = 0, 1, 2 free
ends (caps), and changes in various mean quantities that
describe rouleau size and shape. However, unlike our
formulation of irreversible kinetics, we have not been able
to describe the changes in the concentration of rouleaux
with n cells and c caps under the assumption of reversible
reactions, the problem being that one can not uniquely
describe the products that form when a rouleau with n cells
and c caps dissociate.
Besides providing a more accurate description of the
kinetics of rouleau formation, the incorporation of dissocia-
tion processes has allowed us to use the principle of detailed
balance to ascertain constraints on the rate constants,
describing chain elongation and branching, that were not
apparent on our earlier models involving only irreversible
reactions.
Mass-action models of rouleau formation naturally lead
to the formation of models containing infinite systems of
ordinary differential equations. Here the equations
describe the growth and breakup of segments containing n
cells and c caps, n = 1, 2, .... We have shown that if the
faces of all red cells are equally reactive, irrespective of the
size and shape of the aggregate in which they are found,
and if aggregates do not form rings or loops, then the
resulting sets of differential equations that model the
kinetics of aggregation can be solved by using a modifica-
tion of the Flory-Stockmayer method from polymer chem-
istry. Using this technique, the size distribution of
branches, S (n,c), is found as a function of two variables: pf,
the probability that an erythrocyte face (i.e., a reactive
site) is free, and p.,, the probability that an erythrocyte
face is bound to the wall of a rouleau. The two variables, pf
and p,,w, change according to a pair of nonlinear differential
equations, Eq. 44. Solving these equations and substituting
into the Flory-Stockmayer expressions for S (n,c) then
provides a solution to the infinite system of ordinary
differential equations that describe the kinetics of rouleau
formation.
Examining both the kinetic and equilibrium solutions of
our mass-action model allows us to reach some tentative
conclusions about the rate constants that describe the
kinetic process. If k', the nondimensional reverse rate
constant defined by Eq. 46, is larger than one, then
dissociation occurs very frequently compared with chain
elongation, either via cap-cap or cap-erythrocyte reactions,
and rouleaux tend to be very small. We feel that values of
kr of order of 0.1 are probably typical of experiments done
at low hematocrit with fibrinogen as the bridging macro-
molecule in which rouleaux with a mean unit size of order
eight are seen (Chien et al., 1967). When dextran is used as
the bridging macromolecule, rouleaux tend to be even
smaller, with (n) = 3 (Jan and Chien, 1973), and hence kr
would need to be larger, say k 0.5, to fit the experimen-
tal data. The second variable we have studied is k' , the
nondimensional forward rate constant governing branch-
ing reactions (cap wall or erythrocyte wall). If k' is much
less than 0. 1, then very little branching occurs, and, at least
with kr _ 0. 1, rouleaux tend to be small straight chains. As
k' is increased, for a fixed value of kr, rouleaux tend to
become larger and more branched. A value of k' of order
0.1 might be typical of the experiments of Jan and Chien
(1973). In fitting the data of Kernick et al. (1973), we used
k'= 0.2 with k' = 0.4.
Our theory of rouleau formation does not explicitly place
bounds on acceptable values of the rate constants. Conse-
quently, one can examine parameter values that corre-
spond to unphysical situations. We were thus able to
discover a failure of our model, which is both instructive
and interesting. If the rate of branching is too high and the
reverse rate constant is too low, then it is possible to
compute solutions where the concentration of rouleaux
becomes negative (see Fig. 1 1). The reason is simple: if the
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FIGURE 11 Demonstration of model failure at high values of the
branching rate. Plotted are the equilibrium values of quantities that
describe rouleau size and shape as detailed in the caption to Fig. 7, vs. kw
fork' = 0.1. Noteinathat (n),and (b)-oasR'- Oinb.
total concentration of caps, M, is positive, the model
predicts that cap-cap or cap-wall adhesions occur, thus
reducing the number of free rouleaux. With insufficient
dissociation, most cells become bound in a single aggregate
with many caps and many branches. But since M > 0, our
model predicts that even when there is a single aggregate,
R will continue to decrease and become negative. This can
be seen in Eq. 16. As E and R approach zero, the negative
terms dominate and dR/dt < 0. Further, one finds by
solving the algebraic problem for the equilibrium concen-
trations, that the equilibrium concentration of rouleaux
can be negative.
The heart of the problem is the assumption that rou-
leaux are topologically trees, and thus have no loops. In
fact, rouleaux do form loops, as can easily be verified by
direct observation (see Fig. 13). Thus, a model of rouleau
formation that is to be valid for long times and for all
possible parameter values must include loop formation.
Methods for modeling loop formation are under develop-
ment and will be discussed in a future publication. For our
purposes here, it sufficies to show that including loop
formation in our model will prevent R from going negative.
However, we expect that in situations in which k' is not
large and in which R remains positive, rouleau formation
can be modeled accurately without considering loop forma-
tion.
Loops can form at least by two mechanisms: two caps on
the same rouleau can join or a cap can join to the wall of
the rouleau of which it is part (see Fig. 12). Let k,c and k1w
denote the forward rate constants per unit area for these
FIGURE 12 A loop can be formed by one of two processes: (a) a cap can
adhere to the wall of the rouleau of which it is part, or (b) two caps on the
same rouleau can join. These reactions are assumed to be reversible with
rate constants kg,,, k ,, k2C, and k'. as indicated.
loop generating processes. The average number of caps per
rouleau is M/R. If this number is large and the branches of
the rouleau are sufficiently flexible that one can assume a
uniform density of caps within a rouleau, the law of mass
action provides that the rate at which caps collide is
proportional to (M/R )2. Because such collisions occur in
all R rouleaux per unit volume, one can assume that the net
rate of loop formation by cap-cap reactions is kka,R(M/
R)2. One cap disappears in each cap-cap reaction and thus
this term would have to be subtracted from the dM/dt
equation, Eq. 12. Note that as R , 0, this term approaches
infinity and hence dM/dt will go negative, forcing M to
approach zero. (When M = 0, this term is zero and hence
M will not go negative). By an analagous argument, one
can assume cap-wall reactions lead to loop formation at a
mean rate proportional to k1wR(W/R)(M/R). Because a
cap also disappears in each cap-wall reaction, this term is
also subtracted from Eq. 12 and hence contributes to
dM/dt going negative as R -- 0. As the final step in our
argument, note from Eq. 16 that ifM - 0 as R -p 0, then
dR/dt remains positive and R will remain positive.
Although this model for ring closure is probably too simple
to be accurate, it does illustrate the general principle, in the
presence of ring closure reactions the concentration of caps
will be sufficiently reduced that all the variables in our
model will remain positive. Other, more refined, models of
ring closure and ring opening and predictions about the
geometry of the resulting aggregate will be presented in a
later paper.
One additional feature of rouleau formation that is not
accounted for in our model is the possibility of wall-wall
interactions. Such interactions can occur when two rou-
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FIGURE 13 Rouleaux exhibiting loops and wall-wall interactions. (a) End stage of a reaction in which most caps have disappeared by having
participated in loop forming reactions. (b) A wall-wall interaction that probably was generated by the collision of two rouleaux. (c) A wall-wall
interaction that probably was generated in a loop forming reaction. (d) A large rouleaux exhibiting multiple loops and wall-wall
interactions.
leaux collide or when a loop within a rouleau forms (see
Fig. 13 b,c). Wall-wall interactions reduce the surface area
on a rouleau available for reaction and thus will also
contribute to preventing R from going negative. The
importance of wall-wall interactions is hard to assess and is
a subject for future research.
Our general view of rouleau formation is that the process
can be decomposed into a number of stages. First, erythro-
cytes join to each other and existing straight stacks to form
cylindrical rouleaux. After the stacks become sufficiently
large, some erythrocytes stick to the wall of the rouleau
and form branches. We showed in our previous paper that
these reactions can be modeled as irreversible, addition
reactions. As erythrocytes are depleted, condensation reac-
tions between existing rouleau become the dominant pro-
cess and lead to the formation of large aggregates. Disso-
ciation reactions become significant as large aggregates
form, both because shear forces generate increasing
torques and because spontaneous dissociation of erythro-
cytes, even if extremely unlikely for two cells, becomes
more and more likely as the number of adhesive interfaces
increase. If dissociation reactions are very unlikely, or if
branching and elongation reactions very likely, rouleaux
will continue to condense until there is only one or a few
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large aggregates. At this stage, loop formation (which
could occur at any point in the reaction) must become the
dominant reaction, free erythrocytes and other rouleaux
are simply unavailable for reaction. In principle, the
rouleau could continue to fold back on itself until there
were no longer any free ends. An example of a rouleau
approaching this state is shown in Fig. 13 a.
At least three different experimental approaches can be
used to test our theory. First, optical measurements of red
cell suspensions can be used to provide estimates of the
degree of aggregation under controlled shear conditions
(cf., Schmid-Schonbein et al., 1972; Usami and Chien,
1973; Mills et al., 1980a, b). However, to determine from
data quantitative information about the mean rouleau size
requires the use of a physical model (e.g., assuming the
rouleau is an unbranched cylinder), and therefore the
method itself is subject to verification by some more direct
measurement.
Second, low speed flow cytometry can be used to mea-
sure the size distribution of aggregates (Eisert et al., 1981 );
conventional high speed flow cytometry involves shear
rates that disaggregate essentially all rouleaux (Samsel
and Perelson, unpublished observations). This technique
has the drawback that the shear rate in the entrance flow
regime is difficult to control and make uniform, and only
small aggregates can be accurately measured.
Finally, direct observation of rouleaux, stationary or in
flow, is possible. Contrarotatory or conventional cone-plate
or Couette viscometers, as well as simpler flow chambers,
can allow direct observation of aggregation of red cells in
constant shear fields. High resolution optics and rapid
recording devices are necessary, and to our knowledge such
measurements are technically difficult and have not been
made. However, the technology is available to make such
measurements and to accurately test our theory.
APPENDIX
Reverse Reactions
Here we derive the detailed equations describing the time rate of change
of S(n, c) when cell-cell interactions are assumed to be reversible. The one
cell and two cell segments, S(l, 1) and S(2, 2) must be treated specially.
The forward reaction terms derived in our previous paper (Samsel and
Perelson, 1982) remain the same and we only add the contributions of the
reverse reactions. An S(n, 0) with n > 2 can split to form S( 1, 1) in two
ways, S(2, 0) can only split in one way, but forms two S(1, 1). Hence the
contribution from the breakup ofS(n, 0) for n > I to the growth of S(1, 1)
is 2kr S(n, 0). Similarly, any S(n, 1), where n > 2 can break up in only
one way to form a one-cell one-cap branch. Some of these reactions are
illustrated in Fig. 14. Summing all the contributions to S(l, 1) growth we
find
dS(l,1)/dt = kewEW - kecacES(I1,)
- kCCaCMS(l,l) - kCWWS(l1l)
+ k' S(2,I) -kwS(l,l) + 2kcrS(l,0)
ccO (2-c)S(n,c).
c-0 n-c+ 2
kr
Nw
S(2,I)
\ _
\ \(l,O)\S0)
FIGURE 14 Diagrammatic representation of some of the reverse reac-
tions that lead to the formation of S(1,1), branches that contain one cell
and one cap.
By similar reasoning, one may write an equation for dS(2, 2)/dt,
adding the new reverse terms to the forward terms already given in Eq.
IA 1.2. Breakup of S(n, 2) for n > 2 can produce new S(2, 2) in two ways
or when n = 4 two S(2, 2). By cap-wall or cap-cap dissociation S(n, 1) can
produce S(2, 2) in only one way. Thus we find
dS(2,2)/dt = - keeaE2 2kecacES(2,2)
2c
- 2kccacS(2,2)M - 2kc,S(2,2)W
-kr S(2,2) + 2kr S(3,2) + kr S(2,1)
2 m
+krcc E cS(n,c),
c-I n-c+2
(A2)
The equation for S(n, 0) is particularly simple, since branches with
zero caps cannot be formed by the breakup of other branches. A branch
with n cells has n - I junctions between cells, each of these a potential
breakpoint. The rate of cap-cap breakup is consequently proportional to
(n - I )S(n, 0). Additionally, a branch with no caps has two branch points
where a cap may detach from a wall. Incorporating these reverse reaction
terms into Eq. L.A1.3, we find
dS(n,O)/dt = kcwWS(n,1)
I n-l
+ - kccac E S(k, I)S(n - k, 1)2 k-i
-kr(n -l)S(n,O) - 2kr S(n,O). (A3)
The simplicity of this expression is lost when S(n, 1) is considered.
Shortening of caps adds both positive and negative terms to the equation
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for S(n, 1). Similarly, S(n, 1) is formed by breakup of S(n, 0) and lost by
their own breakup. Thus we have for n > 1
dS(n,1)/dt = kecaCE[S(n - 1,1) - S(n,1)]
n- I
+ 2kccac ZS(k,2)S(n - k,l)
k-2
- k.aCMS(n,I) + kcwW[2S(n,2) - S(n,l)]
+ k'[S(n + 1,1) - S(n,l)]
+ k ' S(m,l) + 2kcC 3 S(m,O)
m-n+2 m-n+ I
- k' (n - 2)S(n,l)
+ k' [2S(n,O) - S(n,l)]. (A4)
Finally, we can write the equation for dS(n, 2)/dt, including reversible
terms. We find, for n > 2,
dS(n,2)/dt = 2kecacE[S(n - 1,2) - S(n,2)]
n-2
+ 2kccacY S(k,2)S(n - k,2)
k-2
- 2kccacS (n,2)M - 2kcw WS (n,2)
+ 2k4[S(n + 1,2)- S(n,2)]
+ k 1 S(m,l) + 2k' j S((m,2)
m-n+ I m-n+2
- k'(n - 3)S(n,2) + kI,S(n,l). (A5)
It is also useful to derive equations for S(O), S(l), and S(2) defined by
S(O) S(n, 0) (1.67)
n-I
S(1) 8 ES(n, 1), (1.68)
n-I
S(2) S(n, 2). (1.69)
n-2
Although differential equations for these variables do not form a closed
system, their derivation provides a useful step in recovering equations for
dS/dt (Eq. 15) and dR/dt (Eq. 16) from the detailed system given
above.
Summing Eq. A3 over n gives
dS(O)/dt = k a S(1)2 + kcwWS(1)
2 cc C
- kr [N(O) - S(O)] - 2k S(0), (A6)
where we have denoted the concentration of cells belonging to S(n, c) by
N(c), i.e..
N(c) =E nS(n, c), c = 0, 1, 2. (A7)
n-I
Similarly, summing Eq. Al and Eq. A4 over n gives
dS(I)/dt = kewEW + 2kccacS(1)S(2)
-k,ca,MS(l) + k,w W[2S(2) - S(1)]
+ 2kIrN(O) - kcwS(l)
+ 2(kC. - k/)S(O)
+ (kr - krW)S(I,l).
Finally, summing equations A2 and A5 gives
dS(2)/dt = - keeaeE2 + 2kccacS(2)2
2 C
- 2kccacMS(2) - 2kcw WS(2)
+ kcc[N(l) + N(2)]
-(2k'4 - k')S(1) - 3k1rS(2)
+ (kr- krW)S(l,l)
+ (k, - kr)S(2,2).
(A8)
(A9)
If all the reverse rate constants are assumed equal (Eq. 10), we have
dS(O)/dt = - kcca,S(l)2 + kcw WS(1)
2 C
- krN(O) - k,S(O), (AIO)
dS(1)/dt = kewEW + 2kccacS(l)S(2)
- kccacMS(l) + kcw W[2S(2) - S(1)]
+ 2krN(O) - krS(l),
and
dS(2)/dt = - keeaeE2 + 2kccaCS(2)22c
- 2kccacMS(2) - 2kgwWS(2)
+ k,[N(l) + N(2)]
- 3krS(2) - krS(l).
(All)
(A12)
Eq. 15 for dS/dt can now be derived by summing Eqs. AIO-A12 and
noting that the total number of cells bound in rouleaux, Eo - E, is equal to
N(O) + N(l) + N(2).
A direct derivation of dR/dt is also possible. Breakup of any large
rouleau will usually create two smaller rouleaux. In a rouleau with n cells,
there are n - 1 bonds holding the cells together. If a single cell is lost from
a cap, then no new rouleaux are created. Thus, there are n - c - 1 sites in
a rouleau with c caps and n cells where breakage will result in the
formation of two rouleaux from one rouleau. Hence, if we assume that all
reverse rate constants are equal, the contribution to dR/dt from the
reverse reactions is found to be
krZ (n-c- I)R(n, c).
n,c
(A13)
As usual, this term requires careful consideration for the lowest values of
n and c. When n = c = 2, breakup results in the loss of rouleaux only, since
single cells are produced. This is taken into account by the summation,
which counts the contribution from R(2, 2) to be - k,R(2, 2). Similarly,
R(3, 2) conserves rouleaux by its breakage and does not contribute to the
equation. The summation in Eq. A7 is easily evaluated, giving the final
result
dR/dt =-kaE2 - kccacM2
2 C 2 CCC
-kcwMW+ krE E-M -R). (A14)
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